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Complete Guide to Digital Project Management: From Pre-Sales to Post-ProductionApress, 2018

	Get a 360-degree view of digital project management. Learn proven best practices from case studies and real-world scenarios. A variety of project management tools, templates, models, and frameworks are covered.

	

	This book provides an in-depth view of digital project management from initiation to execution to monitoring and...
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Local Networks and the Internet: From Protocols to Interconnection (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A network transmits information from point-to-point from an office, company,

	school, aircraft carrier or, more generally, from anywhere on the planet. Very often

	associated with the Internet, it has completely transformed the design of traditional

	computer systems. To remember this, one need only read the short story by...
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Mastering R for Quantitative FinancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Use R to optimize your trading strategy and build up your own risk management system


	About This Book

	
		Learn to manipulate, visualize, and analyze a wide range of financial data with the help of built-in functions and programming in R
	
		Understand the concepts of financial engineering and...
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The Data-Driven Project Manager: A Statistical Battle Against Project ObstaclesApress, 2018

	Discover solutions to common obstacles faced by project managers. Written as a business novel, the book is highly interactive, allowing readers to participate and consider options at each stage of a project. The book is based on years of experience, both through the author's research projects as well as his teaching lectures at business...
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Adventures in CriminologyRoutledge, 1999
[The book] is one of great distinction, scholarship and wit. ...a pleasure to read and which, itself, is a primary source of evidence from which much can be learnt.
–Punishment and Society     

Sir Leon Radzinowicz is one of the key figures in the development of criminology in the twentieth century....
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Reconfigurable Field Programmable Gate Arrays for Mission-Critical ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Embedded systems applications that are either mission or safety-critical usually entail low- to mid- production volumes, require the rapid development of specific tasks, which are typically computing intensive, and are cost bounded. The adoption of re-configurable FPGAs in such application domains is constrained to the availability of...
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ACT! by Sage For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Are you ready to reap the benefits of the bestselling contact relationship manager (CRM) software on the market today? Well, then—get into the act with ACT! 2008 and find out how the latest version of this exciting software enables you to set up a database that’s right for you so that you can focus on your business and career...
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Getting a Big Data Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Hone your analytic talents and become part of the next big thing


	Getting a Big Data Job For Dummies is the ultimate guide to landing a position in one of the fastest-growing fields in the modern economy. Learn exactly what "big data" means, why it's so important across all industries, and how you can...
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SAS for Forecasting Time Series, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2003
In this second edition of the indispensable SAS for Forecasting Time Series, Brocklebank and Dickey show you how SAS performs univariate and multivariate time series analysis. Taking a tutorial approach, the authors focus on the procedures that most effectively bring results: the advanced procedures ARIMA, SPECTRA, STATESPACE, and VARMAX....
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All About Market Indicators (All About Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Why did professional trader and Market Wizard Linda Raschke move completely out of the stock market three days before a major crash? And what motivated Fred Hickey, a Barron’s Roundtable participant and editor of a monthly investment newsletter, to send out an alert to his subscribers three months before an October crash? And why did...
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The Next 100 Years: A Forecast for the 21st CenturyAnchor Canada, 2010

	A fascinating, eye-opening and often shocking look at what lies ahead for the U.S. and the world from one of our most incisive futurists.

	 

	In his thought-provoking new book, George Friedman, founder of STRATFOR—the preeminent private intelligence and forecasting firm—focuses on what he knows best, the future....
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Mobile Satellite Communications: Principles and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Demand for Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) is on the increase, with a huge surge of interest in mobile communications in recent years and high-paced advancements in the supporting system architectures, devices and applications. This thoroughly revised and updated book provides a comprehensive guide to the MSS technologies and emerging trends....
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